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QUESTION 1

You are the inventory control superuser of a warehouse and need to audit all the cycle count activities done by the
operators before they are communicated to the host system from WMS Cloud. You are responsible for the cycle count
functionality configuration of the warehouse as well. This warehouse was newly bought by your company. Your
company is a 3PL and this new warehouse will be used for a new client of your company. 

Which four tasks do you need to complete? (Choose four.) 

A. Create a Cycle Count RF screen with the parameter auto-approve-mode set to off. 

B. Audit the Pending records in the Cycle Count Adjustment screen. 

C. Create a Cycle Count RF screen with the parameter auto-approve-mode set to on. 

D. Set the company parameter INVN_ADJ_APPROVAL_REQUIRED to yes for your company. 

E. Set the company parameter INVN_ADJ_APPROVAL_REQUIRED to yes for the company that you are configuring. 

F. Set the facility parameter INVN_ADJ_APPROVAL_REQUIRED to yes for the new warehouse. 

Correct Answer: BCDF 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What happens behind the flag Only deallocate on Short in the order type screen? 

A. The Order Type has no impact on the Picking Process. 

B. When the parameter is set to YES, during short pick, the system will put the order hold status until more inventory is
available. 

C. When the parameter is set to Yes, then only the shorted quantity will get deallocated form the order. 

D. When the parameter is set to No, the shorted quantity on the order remains in the "allocated" status. 

E. When the parameter is set to Yes, the short pick will cancel the shorted order line automatically and inventory
adjustment will be generated for the item. 

Correct Answer: E 

Reference: https://learn.oracle.com/ords/launchpad/learn?page=picking-modesandcontext=0:44208:44214 

 

QUESTION 3

Your company is a manufacturing company using a legacy system to define and maintain their Item Master. On a daily
basis, your company updates and defines new items in the legacy system, which is integrated with Oracle WMS Cloud.
You are an Inventory Super User. 
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Which option will you use to automatically update the Item Master of Oracle WMS Cloud daily from the legacy system? 

A. Using the host system to drop the ITMR file into the shared SFTP directory 

B. Creating New Item manually on the Items screen of Oracle WMS Cloud 

C. Manually uploading ITMR file using the Input Interfaces screen 

D. Manually downloading Item Master file from ERP and uploading it to Oracle WMS Cloud 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Select the two data formats supported by Oracle WMS Cloud with its built-in interfaces and APIs. (Choose two.) 

A. JSON 

B. Delimited Flat File 

C. EDI 

D. XML 

E. pdf 

Correct Answer: BD 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cloud/latest/owmcs_gs-cloud/OWMAP/OWMAP.pdf (6) 

 

QUESTION 5

You want to wave three orders. Two orders had the same route number in the order header, and the other order didn\\'t
have a route number. You want to make sure the orders are assigned to the same load. 

What should you do or check? 

A. Change company parameter WAVE_ASSIGN_LOAD to One load per wave 

B. Change the Task selection criteria to be configured to assign by load. 

C. Add another route number to the third order. As long as they are waved together, they will be assigned to the same
load. 

D. If they all have the same "Ship to Name" and "Ship to Address 1", they will be assigned to the same load. 

Correct Answer: A 
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